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About This Game

Super Time Force Ultra is an action-packed platformer with a time-travelling twist! You’re in control of time itself, bending
and stretching it to your advantage on the battlefield. Rewind time and choose when to jump back into the action, teaming-up

with your past selves in a unique single-player co-op experience! Take control of up to 19 unique characters, and battle across 6
different time periods, from the long-ago past to the far-away future.
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Title: Super Time Force Ultra
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Capybara Games
Publisher:
Capybara Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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This wacky action platformer uses time mechanics to create an interesting puzzle flavor.

The story and characters feel like action figures and saturday morning cartoons. unlocking them is very rewarding: each
character feels distinct from a too-cool skateboarding dino to Da Vinci himself, each character has their own style and
mechanics to play with.

The bonus levels and secret characters help add longevity and challenge to the game. the bonus sections play up the puzzle
element more as you are given limited rewinds and characters to find the right solution in a short time. The main game leaves
you wanting more , so the challenges adds more fun.

A goofy stylish action-platformer that brings fun and challenge with it\u2019s time bending.
. This was a fun little game. If you're into run and gun games like cuphead or metal slug you might like this game. It's not
terribly difficult, and the rewind system makes it extremely unlikely that you will ever lose a level. What's the point you ask? It
can be fun watching an entire "army" pop into existence to beat up a single level or boss, and you get to watch a replay after
each level (which might make you forget it's single player because it looks like multiplayer madness). The retro art style is nice.
The story will either hurt your intelligence, make you laugh out loud, or both.

There's 50 "helladeck" levels that were added at some point. I don't consider them very much value-add, but they don't really
detract from the game, and they're not *too* difficult or time-consuming to do. If you're a completionist you can still beat the
game and get all achieves top to bottom in about 15 or 20 hours, so I appreciated that the devs respected the casual player's time
by not putting any absurd achievements into the game.

Overall, I feel that this is a fine game and recommend if this sounds remotely interesting to you.. Highly Recommended, if you
enjoy super difficult platformers. Think: Super meat boy, meets Megaman,

Also, it's ultra difficult -

Level gets a set time limit,
death goes back in time - using whatever time is remaining,

and then, if you get hit by a bullet you rewind time to a vicinity in the map where you were alive,

It's a great game, solid visual, everything is matching it's title to the Tee! :) Great game, high difficulty,

I have time spent on Captain Barbosa's ship playing this game, and with a controller or without, its difficult. LOL

P.s. Skip the tutorial. That's how difficult it is, trying to aim at the lower turrent shooting you.

P.p>S You can also shoot missiles flying at you.
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